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3D Fast illumination analysis for arbitrary acquisition system using plane waves
Jian Mao*, James Sheng, Bin Wang and Connie VanSchuyver, TGS
Summary
We develop a new efficient scheme of illumination analysis
for arbitrary acquisition system using plane waves. With
this scheme, we can calculate the total illumination
efficiently which considers the distribution of source and
receivers. Therefore, it can be a useful tool to study the
influence of the model (e.g. salt body) and the acquisition
system (e.g. shot distribution and aperture size). This can
be used for acquisition design and model building. In the
past, to calculate illumination for a given source and
receiver distribution, we have used Green’s function for
every subsurface location. For efficiency, we can reduce
the computational cost by calculating Green’s function
sparsely. Consequently, the shallow part of the illumination
map may include footprints from this approach. Here, we
proposed a new method using plane waves instead of
calculating the single point Green’s function for the
receiver side. Our simulation includes a number of plane
waves with different takeoff angles from all the receiver
locations for each shot. This routine, coupled with sourceside illumination, properly calculates the illumination for a
given acquisition system. Furthermore, this method out
performs previous techniques for all types of illumination
analysis, including large scale 3D input. Our demonstration
includes a 2D Kepler salt model dataset to confirm the
validity of our method, and then progresses to a 3D
Freedom/Patriot model with an orthogonal shooting
application.
Introduction
In the Gulf of Mexico, huge salt bodies always exist in the
acquisition area, which results in a severe illumination
problem especially in the subsalt area. Seismic illumination
studies promote our understanding of how the subsurface
structure and specific acquisition design influence imaging
targets. This illumination analysis provides an estimation of
the energy distribution in the subsurface, which helps us
improve acquisition design and increases understanding of
the migrated image. Ray-based illumination methods (Bear
et al., 2000, NORSAR software) are very popular and
efficient. However, they are not accurate enough to handle
very complex structure, such as a salt dome where sharp
velocity contrasts exist. To solve this problem, waveequation based illumination analysis methods are proposed
(Rickett, 2003; Jin and Xu, 2010). These have added cost,
but provide reliable illumination for complex structures.
Illumination analysis can also be done in the angle domain,
which provide us with a better understanding of the
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influence of dipping structures in the subsurface (Wu and
Chen, 2006; Xie et al., 2006; Cao and Wu, 2009). However,
angle decomposition is very expensive, especially in the 3D
case. Our implementation required additional effort to
make this calculation efficient for high performance
illumination analysis in the 3D case (Mao and Wu, 2007;
Mao et al., 2010). In addition, we have included the
flexibility to operate on a target-oriented basis. (Mao et al.,
2013).
It’s relatively easy to calculate the source side total
illumination, which is a summation of the energy of all the
sources. However, because the acquisition aperture is also
an important factor for the illumination analysis, we have to
take the receiver distribution into account for a specific
acquisition system. High-accuracy calculations for our
source, receiver distribution are accomplished by applying
Green’s function for each source and receiver location and
summing all coupled energy for each source, receiver pair.
For a 3D case, this approach is not feasible because there
are too many Green’s functions to calculate. In a real
application, we usually calculate a subset of Green’s
functions for a survey, which is more efficient, but will
include footprint artifacts.
In this study, we develop an efficient scheme of
illumination analysis for given acquisition survey. Here, we
use the wave-equation based migration in the frequency
domain. Instead of calculating of single point Green’s
function for the receiver side, we simulate a number of
plane waves with different takeoff angle from all the
locations of receivers in each shot. Together with the
source-side illumination, we can calculate the illumination
for the given acquisition system. This scheme provides a
useful tool for acquisition design and analyzing the image
amplitudes. We calculated several numerical examples
including a real application of a 3D data.
Illumination analysis for given acquisition system
For a given acquisition geometry, we use a wave-equation
based propagator to get the frequency-space Green’s
function
, , ,
from the source to the subsurface
point , . Then we can get the total illumination by the
summation of the energy from all the sources:
, ,

∑|

, , ,

| .

(1)

To produce the source, receiver illumination for a specific
acquisition survey, we have to calculate all the Green’s
functions from all the receivers. Similarly for the source
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side, the frrequency-space Green’s functio
on
, , ,
from the sub
bsurface point
,
to receiv
ver can be also
o
calculated by wavefield extrapolation. We use thee
reciprocity principle for calculation of the receivers’’
Green’s fun
nction, which means
m
we calcullate the Green’ss
function fro
om the receiver to the subsurfacee point and use itt
for the illum
mination analysiss. However, thiss approach is nott
feasible in 3D case, becau
use there are too
o many Green’ss
functions to
o calculate due to
t dense receiveer sampling. Forr
example, if we are processiing a 20 km*20 km*10 km areaa
and use 20 m grid size fo
or all the three dimensions, wee
d to calculate 1,000,000 Greeen’s functions,
would need
requiring 20
000 TB of disk storage.
s
In a reall application, wee
usually calcculate subsamp
pled Green’s fu
unctions for thee
whole surveey. Likewise ad
dditional comprromises between
n
the disk I/O
O and repeated computation
c
mu
ust also be madee
for real dataa application. Ho
owever, these co
ompromises willl
affect the acccuracy and may
y have some foottprint artifacts.

will be a huge iimprovement ovver the
new methodology w
previoous. For examplle, if the aperturee is 8 km by 8 kkm with
20 m grid spacing forr both X- and Y
Y- direction, we hhave to
ulate 400*400 Grreen’s functions ideally. Even iff we cut
calcul
this too 1/100 of the ttotal number, we still need to ccaculate
1600 Green’s functioons. Since the ccost of computing one
Greenn’s fucntion is tthe same as thatt of a plane wavve. Our
planee wave method can be almost 8 times faster thhan the
old scheme in thiis case. We can avoid reppetitive
compputation by savving the Greenn’s functions too disk.
Howeever, it requires a large disk space for storage annd high
I/O ccost. While the new scheme dooes not require storage
for caalculations the iillumination com
mputation is sim
milar to
prestaack migration. S
Since the new sccheme is very effficient,
it alloows illuminationn analysis for laarge surveys areaas with
minim
mal turn arouund time, whicch is useful during
acquiisition design.

e
the apeerture and propagation effects off
In order to evaluate
a given acq
quisition geomettry for energy distribution
d
moree
efficiently, we propose a plane-wave
p
meth
hod. For a given
n
ver distribution, we simulate a
source locaation and receiv
number off plane wavess
, , ,
from all thee
receivers’ location to th
he subsurface, where is thee
w
representin
ng the direction.
wavenumbeer of the plane wave
Then the tottal illumination can
c be calculated
d as:
, ,

∑|

, , ,

| ∑ |

, ,

,

| . (2))

a the energy frrom the coupled
d
which is a summation of all
source and plane waves. In
n this way, we can
c calculate thee
n as the prestack
k one-way migraation or reverse-illumination
time migratiion.

Figure 1 Flowcchart of the illum
mination schemee
Numeerical exampless

The schemee of illumination analysis using
g plane wave
First, let’s review the old scheme for
f
illumination
n
calculation. Initially, the velocity
v
model and acquisition
n
information
n (shot by shot) is
i input. For eacch shot, we loop
p
over the po
ossible shot and
d receiver locations to calculatee
Green’s fun
nctions. After th
he computation
n of all Green’ss
functions iss complete, multiplication and summation aree
accomplisheed to produce illlumination for this shot. When
n
the illuminaation of all the shots
s
is calculatted, intermediatee
results are stacked, resultiing in total illu
umination. Thiss
p
migrattion. The main
n
procedure is similar to prestack
difference in
i our new sch
heme is that th
he loop for thee
receivers’ location is reeplaced by a loop for thee
wavenumbeer of plane wavees. Figure 1 show
ws the flowchartt
of the new
w scheme. In ou
ur real calculatiion, we usually
y
choose 15 wavenumbers
w
in both X- and Y- direction, which
h
means we calculate plane waves
w
with 225 different
d
take-offf
angles. Thee old scheme req
quired calculatio
on of thousandss
of Green’s functions, which is not efficien
nt. Therfore, thee
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Figure 2: 2D veelocity section oof a field example
We fi
first use a 2D exxample to demoonstrate the validdity for
the nnew method. Thhis 2D model is extracted froom the
Kepleer 3D WAZ accquisition in N
North America. Model
rangee for this dataset is approximaately 33 km inn inline
directtion and 6 km iin depth. A sim
mulated survey w
with 92
shots was located aat the surface. Figure 2 show
ws the
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velocity mo
odel, while Fig
gure 3 demonsstrates the totall
source-receiiver illumination
n which is calcu
ulated by the old
d
time-consum
ming scheme. Our
O plane wave method is then
n
applied to achieve
a
illuminaation for the whole
w
acquisition
n
survey. Fig
gure 4 illustratees the illuminattion distribution
n
produced from
fr
the new method,
m
which has the similarr
quality com
mpared to the old scheme but it’s 4 times faster in
n
this case. Illlumination in th
he subsalt area is very weak ass
expected, which
w
means the image quality will
w be influenced
d
dramatically
y by the large salt body.

the ssubsurface. Wee produced ann illumination--energy
distribbution for the orrthogonal surveyys.

Figgure 5: Inline illuumination sectioon for Freedom W
WAZ
acquisition

Figure 3: So
ource-Receiver illumination
i
map
p by old schemee

Fiigure 6: Inline illlumination section for Patriot W
WAZ
acquisition

Figure 4:
4 Source-Receiv
ver illumination map by new
sccheme
Finally, we examine a reall 3D dataset in North America.
Patriot 3D WAZ
Z
For this exaamination we use the Freedom/P
dataset. Freeedom 3D WAZ data is acquired
d by TGS severall
years ago. For
F better coverrage, we obtaineed an additionall
orthogonal acquisition in th
he same area naamed Patriot 3D
D
uisition. Freedom
m acquisition is
i inline sailing
g
WAZ acqu
direction and
a
Patriot acquisition is crrossline sailing
g
direction. Since the sailling directions of these two
o
acquisition surveys are peerpendicular to each other, wee
describe it as orthogonall shooting. Th
his survey areaa
includes sev
veral enormous salt bodies in the subsurface,
which caussed a severe illumination prroblem, so thee
orthogonal shooting
s
acquisiition delivers sup
perb coverage in
n
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Figurre 7: Crossline illlumination secttion for Freedom
m WAZ
acquisition
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Figure 8: Crossline
C
illumin
nation section fo
or Patriot WAZ
acq
quisition

Figurre 5 and Figurre 6 are the inline section of the
illumi
mination for the F
Freedom WAZ acquisition survvey and
Patrioot WAZ acquisition survey resppectively. Figuree 7 and
Figurre 8 show a crosssline section of tthe illumination for the
Freeddom WAZ andd Patriot WAZ
Z acquisition survey.
Derivved from the illuumination map, we can see the energy
distribbution is notablly different, esppecially for the subsalt
area. In Figure 8, we display the illum
mination for the subsalt
regionn, notice the lefft part (green boxx) is stronger thhan that
in Figgure 7. Figure 9 and Figure 10 pprovide the deptth slice
of thee illumination foor these two survveys. Major diffeerences
for thhese two results are indicated byy the boxed areaas. As a
resultt, the Patriot W
WAZ acquisitionn and Freedom
m WAZ
acquiisition are perfeect complementss of each other, which
highliights the advantaage of the orthoggonal acquisitionn.
Our 2D and 3D ddata examples demonstrate thhat this
illumi
mination-analysis scheme is succcessful. Applicattion for
large--scale illuminatiion analysis is vaalid because of iits high
effici ency.
Concclusions

Z
Figure 9: Depth slice of the illumination forr Freedom WAZ
acq
quisition

ficient method too calculate illum
mination
We ddeveloped an effi
analyysis for a givenn subsurface m
model and acquuisition
surveey. Using the pplane wave meethod, source-receiver
couplled illuminationn maps are gennerated more efficient
than tthe conventionaal scheme. Furthhermore, our exxamples
demoonstrated the vaalidity of our m
method using a 22D salt
modeel and 3D field eexample. Our ortthogonal shootinng case
extennded our understtanding as it reelates to survey design
and illlumination.
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